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Abstract—Distributed synchronous stochastic gradient descent has been widely used to train deep neural networks (DNNs) on
computer clusters. With the increase of computational power, network communications generally limit the system scalability. Wait-free
backpropagation (WFBP) is a popular solution to overlap communications with computations during the training process. In this paper,
we observe that many DNNs have a large number of layers with only a small amount of data to be communicated at each layer in
distributed training, which could make WFBP inefficient. Based on the fact that merging some short communication tasks into a single
one can reduce the overall communication time, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the training time in pipelining
communications and computations. We derive an optimal solution that can be solved efficiently without affecting the training
performance. We then apply the solution to propose a distributed training algorithm named merged-gradient WFBP (MG-WFBP) and
implement it in two platforms Caffe and PyTorch. Extensive experiments in three GPU clusters are conducted to verify the effectiveness
of MG-WFBP. We further exploit the trace-based simulation of 64 GPUs to explore the potential scaling efficiency of MG-WFBP.
Experimental results show that MG-WFBP achieves much better scaling performance than existing methods.
Index Terms—Deep Learning; GPU; Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent; Gradient Communication; Merged-gradient
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1 INTRODUCTION
The data-parallel synchronous stochastic gradient descent
(S-SGD) method is commonly used as the optimizer to train
large-scale deep neural networks (DNNs) [1][2]. In S-SGD,
the computing tasks for each mini-batch of training data
are distributed to a cluster of computing nodes, and the
individual results (e.g., gradients) are aggregated to update
the global network model before the next iteration begins.
However, with more computing nodes and the fast-growing
computing power of hardware accelerators, the data com-
munication between computing nodes gradually becomes
the performance bottleneck [3][4][5][6]. For example, the
computing power of Nvidia GPUs has increased by 30x
in the last 10 years, whilst it took about 15 years for the
network speed to improve from 10Gbps to 100Gbps. Hence
it becomes a critical issue to address the imbalance between
computing and communication.
Some recent works try to reduce the impact of data
communication at either algorithmic or system level. On
one hand, gradients could be quantized or sparsified
[7][8][9][10][11] in order to reduce the amount of data to
be exchanged so that the communication time could be re-
duced. But these methods usually sacrifice the training con-
vergence speed. On the other hand, the high-performance
computing (HPC) community has proposed several meth-
ods to improve the communication performance of the clus-
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ter by optimizing the hardware or communication software
library [12][13]. In terms of hardware, InfiniBand (IB) and
Omni-Path networks can provide much higher communi-
cation bandwidth and lower latency, and are deployed to
shorten the performance gap between communication and
computation [14]. Regarding the software, the implementa-
tion of message passing interface (MPI) has been optimized
to support more efficient communication in DNN train-
ing [14][15]. Nvidia’s NCCL1 is another highly optimized
communication library for deep learning frameworks on
multi-GPU settings. The scaling efficiency of distributed
deep learning systems can be modeled as a function of
the communication-to-computation ratio [9]. For example,
training ResNet-50 [16] requires about 7.8 billion floating
point operations in computation, while it needs to all-reduce
102 MB of data in one iteration. Higher communication-to-
computation ratio results in lower scaling efficiency.
The layered structure of DNNs makes it possible to
overlap the communication and computation during the
backward propagation [15][17][18], which is known as wait-
free backpropagation (WFBP). WFBP begins to exchange
the gradients of a layer immediately after they have been
calculated; so if the data communication time of a layer
is shorter than the computation time of the gradients of
its previous layer, then this communication cost can be
fully hidden. However, if very fast hardware accelerators
are used while the network speed is relatively slow (i.e., a
high communication-to-computation ratio), there can exist
many layers whose communication time is longer than the
corresponding computation time. In such case, it becomes
important to optimize the communications. We observe
1https://developer.nvidia.com/nccl
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2that the layer-wise gradient communication in WFBP is
suboptimal due to the fact that all-reducing a small amount
of data cannot fully utilize the network bandwidth in cur-
rent network topology due to the startup time of message
transmitting (or transmission latency). For example, on our
10GbE platform, all-reducing a set of 200 KB vectors across
8 nodes using MPI requires about 1.5 ms, while all-reducing
a set of 400 KB vectors only requires 1.8 ms, which means
that if we merge the two sets of 200 KB vectors to a single
set of 400 KB vectors, then the total communication time can
be reduced from 3 ms to 1.8 ms. The same phenomena can
also be found in RDMA-based networks [19][20]. You et al.
[21] have also noticed this problem, and proposed a single-
layer communication (SyncEASGD) method which merges
the gradients of different layers into a single tensor and then
transfers only once per iteration. As compared to the layer-
wise communication in WFBP, it can eliminate most of the
startup time of data communications. But in their proposed
method, gradient communication can only start after the
backward propagation, thus it misses the opportunity of
overlapping the communication with computation.
We argue that the best way to reduce the training time
needs to consider not only how to overlap communication
with computation, but also how to improve the communi-
cation efficiency by avoiding transmitting small messages.
In this paper, we first formulate the communication
scheduling problem in S-SGD as an optimization problem
that aims to minimize the total training time of an iteration.
We then propose a merged-gradient wait-free backward
propagation (MG-WFBP) method and prove its optimal-
ity. The time complexity of MG-WFBP is O(L2) where L
is the number of layers (or tensors) in the DNN, and it
only needs to be executed once before the whole training
process. We implement MG-WFBP atop the popular deep
learning frameworks Caffe [22] and PyTorch2 [23], and make
it publicly available3. To validate the effectiveness of our
proposed MG-WFBP, we evaluate its performance using
various DNNs on multi-GPU settings with both 10Gbps
Ethernet (10GbE) and 56Gbps InfiniBand (56GbIB) inter-
connects. On the relatively slow Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU
clusters with 10GbE, MG-WFBP achieves about 1.2x to 1.36x
improvement than the state-of-the-art communication algo-
rithms WFBP and SyncEASGD, respectively. On the latest
Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU clusters with 10GbE or 56GbIB,
MG-WFBP achieves an average of 18.8% faster than WFBP
and SyncEASGD in terms of end-to-end training time. To
investigate its performance on large clusters, we resolve to
trace-based simulation (due to limited hardware resources)
on a 64-node cluster. In the 64-node simulation, the results
show that MG-WFBP achieves more than 1.7x and 1.3x
speedups compared to WFBP and SyncEASGD respectively.
This paper is an extension of our previous conference pub-
lication [24], and we make the following new contributions.
• We provide a complete proof of the optimality of
MG-WFBP.
• We implement MG-WFBP on PyTorch and also make
it open-source.
2https://pytorch.org
3https://github.com/HKBU-HPML/MG-WFBP
• We conduct extensive experiments on two Nvidia
V100 GPU clusters with 10Gbps Ethernet and
56Gbps InfiniBand interconnects using six DNNs.
• We verify that MG-WFBP is also robust to mixed
precision training which is widely used in latest
Nvidia GPUs and Google TPUs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
the preliminaries in Section 2, followed by the formulation
of the existing problem in Section 3. We derive an optimal
solution to the problem and then present our MG-WFBP
algorithm in Section 4. The system implementation atop
PyTorch is present in Section 5. Section 6 demonstrates the
experimental studies on the proposed method compared to
existing methods. Section 7 introduces the related work, and
finally we conclude this paper in Section 8.
2 PRELIMINARIES
For ease of presentation, we summarize the frequently used
mathematical notations in Table 1.
TABLE 1: Frequently used notations
Name Description
N The number of computing nodes in the cluster.
α Latency (startup time) of the network between two nodes.
β Transmission time per byte between two nodes.
γ Summation time of two floating point numbers in one node.
a Latency (startup time) of all-reduce.
b Transmission and computation time per byte of all-reduce.
M The size of a message in bytes.
W Weights of the DNN.
Dgi The input data size for the g
th node at the ith mini-batch.
L The number of learnable layers (or tensors) of a DNN.
p(l) The number of parameters in the learnable layer l.
titer Time of one training iteration with one batch of data.
tf Time of the forward pass in each iteration.
tb Time of the backward propagation in each iteration.
tu Time of the model update in each iteration.
t
(l)
b Time of the backward propagation of layer l in each iteration.
τ
(l)
b The timestamp when layer l begins to calculate gradients.
τ
(l)
c The timestamp when layer l begins to communicate gradients.
tc Time of gradient aggregation in each iteration.
t
(l)
c Time of gradient aggregation of layer l in each iteration.
tnoc The non-overlapped communication cost in each iteration.
2.1 Mini-batch SGD
Consider an L-layer DNN with a loss function L(W,D)
which defines the difference between the prediction values
and the ground truth over the training data set D, where W
is the set of model weights. To minimize the loss function,
the mini-batch SGD updates the parameters iteratively. Typ-
ically, the ith iteration of the training includes four steps: 1)
A mini-batch of data Di (Di ⊂ D) is read as inputs of the
DNN. 2) Di is fed forward across the neural network from
layer 1 to layer L to compute the prediction values, and
finally the loss function L(W,D) is computed. 3) The first
order gradients w.r.t. parameters and inputs are calculated
and backpropagated from layer L to layer 1. 4) Finally,
the parameters are updated with the layer-wise gradients.
The training is terminated when some stopping criteria are
satisfied. The update of W can be formulated as follows:
Wi+1 = Wi − η · ∇L(Wi, Di), (1)
3where η is the learning rate of SGD, Wi denotes the weights
at the ith iteration, and ∇L(Wi, Di) denotes the gradients.
The time consumed in the training process is mainly in steps
2 and 3, because step 1 of the ith iteration can be scheduled
to overlap with the (i − 1)th iteration, and the time of step
4 is negligible. Therefore, we can simplify the timeline of
SGD as a forward pass followed by a backward passes. The
time of one iteration is represented by titer = tf + tb, where
tf is the time of the forward pass, and tb is the time of the
backward pass.( 1)l
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(a) Naive S-SGD.
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(b) WFBP S-SGD.
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(c) Single-layer S-SGD.
Fig. 1: The timeline of the traditional S-SGD algorithms.
(a) Naive S-SGD: Layer-wise gradient communications can
only be started after all gradients have been calculated.
(b) WFBP S-SGD (WFBP-SGD): Gradient communication of
each layer begins immediately after the backward step of
that layer. (c) SyncEASGD: All gradients are merged into a
single-layer to be communicated together.
2.2 Synchronized SGD
For large-scale DNNs, the synchronized SGD (S-SGD) with
data-parallelism is widely applied to train a model using
multiple workers (say N workers, and indexed by g). Each
worker takes a different mini-batch of dataDgi and forwards
it by step 2), and then follows step 3) to calculate the gradi-
ents∇L(Wi, Dgi ). In this way, each worker has a copy of the
model, while the gradients calculated by different workers
are different since the input data are different. At the end
of each iteration of a mini-batch, S-SGD needs to average
the gradients from different workers, updates the model by
the averaged gradients, and synchronizes the model with all
workers. The weights update formula of S-SGD is:
Wi+1 = Wi − η · 1
N
N∑
g=1
∇L(Wi, Dgi ). (2)
The averaging operation of gradients across the cluster
involves extra computation and communication overheads.
As a side-effect, it is not easy to achieve linear scaling in the
distributed SGD training. The timeline of the naive S-SGD
(i.e., computation and communication are not overlapped)
with communication overheads is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The naive S-SGD algorithm suffers from the waiting period
of data communication of model synchronization at every
iteration. In practice, the gradients of a layer is stored as
a tensor; hence the averaging process can be implemented
by many all-reduce operations, once per layer. The layer-
wise nature introduces many startup times for layer-wise
gradients when they are communicated. The iteration time
of the naive S-SGD can be estimated as
titer = tf + tb + tc, (3)
where tb =
∑L
l=1 t
(l)
b is the layer-wise backward propa-
gation time and tc =
∑L
l=1 t
(l)
c is the layer-wise gradient
aggregation time which heavily relies on the communication
performance.
Considering S-SGD running on N workers, we define
the speedup of S-SGD compared to the vanilla single-
worker SGD:
S(N) =
N |Dgi |/(tf + tb + tc)
|Dgi |/(tf + tb)
=
N
1 + tctf+tb
, (4)
where |Dgi | is the number of training samples per worker
at the ith iteration. Let r = tctf+tb , which reflects the
communication-to-computation ratio, we have
S(N) =
N
1 + r
. (5)
2.3 WFBP-SGD
In WFBP S-SGD (WFBP-SGD), the gradient communication
of layer l (l > 1) can be overlapped with the backward
propagation of layer l − 1. The timeline of WFBP-SGD is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). For simplicity, we assume that the
start timestamp of the forward pass is 0, and the start
timestamp of the backward pass is τ (L)b = tf . Then the
timestamp when layer l begins to calculate the gradients,
denoted by τ (l)b , can be calculated by:
τ
(l)
b =
{
tf l = L
τ
(l+1)
b + t
(l+1)
b 1 ≤ l < L
. (6)
Notice that the communication of gradients of layer l (l < L)
can only begin if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) the gradients of layer l have been calculated; (2) the
communication of gradients of layer (l+1) has finished. So,
the timestamp when layer l begins the communication of
gradients, denoted by τ (l)c , can be calculated by:
τ (l)c =
{
τ
(l)
b + t
(l)
b l = L
max{τ (l+1)c + t(l+1)c , τ (l)b + t(l)b } 1 ≤ l < L
. (7)
The iteration time of WFBP-SGD can be calculated as
titer = tf + t
(L)
b + (τ
(1)
c − τ (L)c ) + t(1)c
= t(1)c + max{τ (2)c + t(2)c , τ (1)b + t(1)b }.
(8)
4Since some communications are overlapped with the com-
putation, the non-overlapped communication cost, tnoc , be-
comes the bottleneck of the system. In WFBP-SGD, we
redefine r = t
no
c
tf+tb
, so the main problem of WFBP-SGD is
that when the communication cannot be fully overlapped
by computation, i.e., τ (l+1)c + t
(l+1)
c > τ
(l)
b + t
(l)
b , t
no
c will
limit the system scalability.
2.4 Single-Layer S-SGD
As layer-wise communications introduce many startup
times especially for large-scale clusters, the startup times
dominate the communication time so that overlapping
communications and computations may lead to even
worse scaling efficiency. Therefore, You et al. [21] propose
a single-layer communication mechanism (SyncEASGD)
which merges all gradients to be communicated by a single
all-reduce operation at the end of each iteration, as shown in
Fig. 1(c). The iteration time of SyncEASGD can be estimated
as
titer = tf + tb + tc, (9)
where tc is composed by the startup time and the transmis-
sion time.
2.5 Communication Model
In Eq. (2), we use ∆Wi =
∑N
g=1∇L(Wi, Dgi ) to represent
the aggregation of gradients from N workers, which is
an all-reduce operation4. There are many optimized algo-
rithms for the all-reduce operation with different number
of processes and message sizes [25][26][27]. To simplify the
problem, we assume that the number of workers is power-
of-two, and the peer-to-peer communication cost is modeled
as α+βM [28], where α is the latency component (or called
start-up time), β is the communication speed, and M is the
message size. Without loss of generality, we do not limit the
communication model to one specific algorithm. Given N
workers, the time cost of all-reduce can be generalized as
Tar(M) = a+ b×M, (10)
where a and b are two constants that are not dependent on
M . Some well optimized all-reduce algorithms are summa-
rized in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Cost of different all-reduce algorithms
All-reduce Algorithm a b
Binary tree 2α logN (2β + γ) logN
Recursive doubling α logN (β + γ) logN
Recursive halving/doubling 2α logN 2β − 1
N
(2β + γ) + γ
Ring 2(N − 1)α 2(N−1)
N
β +
(N−1)
N
γ
With a given hardware configuration (i.e., N,α, β, and γ
are fixed), the time cost of the all-reduce operation is a linear
function of the message size M with a y-intercept a and a
slope b. We empirically validate this linear model in Section
6.2.
One important property of WFBP-SGD is that the mes-
sages are communicated layer by layer, which means that
4In this paper, we mainly discuss the scenario with the all-reduce
collective, while our proposed method should also be applicable to the
parameter server architecture.
it needs to invoke many all-reduce operations. In each all-
reduce operation, however, there is an extra cost of a which
is not related to M . Importantly, the linear function with a
positive y-intercept value has a property of
Tar(M1) + Tar(M2) > Tar(M1 +M2). (11)
In other words, communicating a single message of size
M1 + M2 is more efficient than communicating a message
of size M1 and a message of size M2 separately.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Eq. (11) indicates that merging the gradients can improve
the communication efficiency. If one merges all layers into
one layer so that the communication is only invoked once
(i.e., the single-layer communication [21]), then the overall
communication time is minimal. However, the single-layer
communication requires all gradients to be calculated first,
which prohibits the overlap between communications and
computations. Therefore, we would like to merge the layers
appropriately so that it not only reduces the communica-
tion by merging, but also exploits the pipelining between
communications and computations.
Before formulating the problem, we formally define the
concept of merged-gradient layer as follows.
Definition 1. (Merged-gradient layer). A layer l is called a
merged-gradient layer if at the timestamp of τ (l)c , instead of
communicating the gradients of that layer, we merge its gradients
to layer l − 1 and postpone the communication. The operator ⊕
defines the gradients merging between two consecutive layers, say
l ⊕ (l − 1). Merging more than two layers is possible by setting
consecutive layers into merged-gradient layer.
Definition 2. (Normal layer). If a layer l is not a merged-gradient
layer, then it is called a normal layer and its gradients will not
be merged into layer l − 1. Its gradients (including those merged
from other layers if any) should be communicated as earlier as
possible, i.e., when its own gradients have been calculated and the
previously scheduled communication has finished.
There are several properties if layer l is a merged-
gradient layer.
• l > 1, since the first layer of the DNN cannot be a
merged-gradient layer according to the definition.
• There is no communication dedicated for layer l, i.e.,
t(l)c = 0. (12)
• The number of updated parameters of layer l − 1
becomes the summation of that of layer l and layer
l − 1.
p(l−1) = p(l−1) + p(l). (13)
• The timestamp when layer l− 1 can begin the gradi-
ent communication is updated to
τ (l−1)c = max{τ (l)c , τ (l−1)b + t(l−1)b }. (14)
Intuitively, if merging the gradients of two consecutive
layers can save time, then we should merge the two layers.
In the following, we discuss a complete set of four cases of
computation and communication patterns that may happen
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(d) Case 4.
Fig. 2: Four cases of gradient communication at one iteration
on layer l in WFBP-SGD. Note that the forward computation
is not plotted as it is not related to the pipelining timeline.
during the training process with WFBP for layer l. The four
cases with potential merging are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Case 1. In the ideal case, the communication of layer l is
fully hidden by its previous layer’s computation, that is
τ (l)c + t
(l)
c ≤ τ (l−1)b + t(l−1)b . (15)
The overhead of gradient communication is totally hidden
by computation so that it is not necessary to merge the
gradients.
Case 2. The communication of layer l is partially over-
lapped with the computation of layer l−1, and the commu-
nication of layer l begins before the end of the computation
of layer l − 1, that is
τ (l)c + t
(l)
c > τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b > τ
(l)
c . (16)
Without merging, the communication of layer l can im-
mediately begin after the gradients of layer l have been
calculated, i.e., τ l−1c = τ
(l)
c + t
(l)
c . On the other hand, if we
want to merge layer l with layer l − 1, the communication
can only happen after the gradients of layer l− 1 have been
calculated. So we should consider whether merging layer
l and l − 1 could bring any benefits or not. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), the merged communication cost takes shorter time
to finish, which indicates that the reduced time by merging
is greater tha the additional waiting time for th gradient
computation of layer l − 1. Formally,
τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b − τ (l)c
<Tar(p
( + p(l−1))− (Tar(p(l)) + Tar(p(l−1)) = a.
(17)
In this case, we prefer to merge the gradients of layer l to
layer l − 1, i.e., making layer l be a merged-gradient layer.
Case 3. In this case, the communication of layer l is also
partially overlapped with the computation of l − 1 as Case
2. However, different from Case 2, the merging operation
results in a longer time because the reduced communication
time is not as significant as the additional waiting time. To
be specific,
τ (l)c + t
(l)
c > τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b > τ
(l)
c , (18)
and
τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b − τ (l)c
≥Tar(p( + p(l−1))− (Tar(p(l)) + Tar(p(l−1))) = a.
(19)
Therefore, we would not make layer l be a merged-gradient
layer because merging the gradients of layer l to layer l − 1
will decrease the time efficiency.
Case 4. Very different from the previous cases, there
is no overlap between the communication of layer l and
the computation of layer l − 1 as shown in Fig. 2(d). This
happens when the previous communication time is longer
than the previous computation time. That is,
τ (l)c ≥ τ (l−1)b + t(l−1)b . (20)
In this case, the communications of layer l and layer l − 1
do not need to wait for the end of the computation of layer
l − 1; hence merging gradients of layer l to layer l − 1 dose
not introduce any waiting time for the computation, which
would obviously reduce the communication time, i.e.,
Tar(p
(l) + p(l−1))− (Tar(p(l)) + Tar(p(l−1))) = a > 0. (21)
Thus, we would like to make layer l be a merged-gradient
layer in this case.
From the above discussions, we can see that not all
gradient merging can bring benefits of reduced iteration
time (e.g., Case 3). Therefore, our problem is to find all
merged-gradient layers such that the overall iteration time is
minimal. Since a layer is either a normal-layer or a merged-
gradient layer, we use ln and lm to denote the type of
normal-layer and the merged-gradient layer respectively.
Let the variable e(l) denote the type of layer l (l = 1, 2, ..., L),
e(l) ∈ {ln, lm}. For an L-layer DNN model, it can be
represented by
M = {[e(1), ..., e(l), ..., e(L)]|e(l) ∈ {ln, lm} and 1 ≤ l ≤ L}.
(22)
Obviously, the number of combinations of normal layers
and merge-gradient layers is |M| = 2L. Therefore, our goal
is to find an m ∈ M such that the iteration time is minimal.
6Assuming the linear communication model of Eq. (10),
the communication time of each layer is represented by
t(l)c = Tar(p
(l)). (23)
For a given DNN training with a specific mini-batch size
on a hardware environment, the computation time of one
iteration can be easily measured at the beginning of training.
Since the architecture of the DNN would not change during
the training, the feed-forward and backward propagation
computation time is very stable [29]. That is, t(l)b is known
for l = 1, 2, ..., L. However, the beginning timestamp (τ (l)c )
and the communication time (t(l)c ) of layer l will be different
when e(l) = ln or e(l) = lm as we discussed before.
Therefore, we generalize the problem as follows.
For a given L-layer5 DNN trained with WFBP-SGD on a
specific cluster with P workers, we would like to determine
e(l) to be ln or lm such that the iteration time of training is
minimal. Formally, we would like to minimize the iteration
time of WFBP-SGD in Eq. (8), i.e.,
minimize: titer = t(1)c + max{τ (2)c + t(2)c , τ (1)b + t(1)b }. (24)
4 SOLUTION: MG-WFBP
In this section, we first perform some theoretical analysis
on the optimization problem, and then propose an optimal
and efficient solution named merged-gradient WFBP (MG-
WFPB) to the problem.
4.1 Theoretical Analysis
It is obvious that the objective function of Eq. (24) can be
rewritten by
t =t(1)c + max
{
τ (2)c + t
(2)
c , τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
=Tar(p
(1)) + max
{
τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)), τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
=Tar(p
(1)) + max
{
max{τ (3)c + Tar(p(3)), τ (2)b + t(2)b }
+Tar(p
(2)), τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
.
(25)
It can be seen that the objective function consists of
embedding max functions from the first layer to the last
layer. We first analyze the difference of layer 2 be a normal
layer or a merged-gradient layer, and then we extend it to a
general layer l to prove its optimality.
Assume that layers L,L− 1, ..., 3 are normal layers, and
layer 2 is a merged-gradient layer, we have t(2)c = 0 and
t
(1)
c = Tar(p
(2) + p(1)). We plug in these two new values to
Eq. (25) to obtain
tˆ = Tar(p
(2) + p(1)) + max
{
τ (2)c , τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
. (26)
Compare Eq. (25) to Eq. (26), we want to find out under
what conditions tˆ < t, i.e., layer 2 can be a gradient-merged
5This is also applicable to current deep learning frameworks like
PyTorch, in which the learnable parameters of a layer may be separated
as two tensors.
layer. Specifically, we would like to derive the conditions
such that
tˆ =Tar(p
(2) + p(1)) + max
{
τ (2)c , τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
<t = Tar(p
(1)) + max
{
τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)), τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
,
(27)
which is equivalent to
b× p(2) + max
{
τ (2)c , τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
<max
{
τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)), τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b
}
.
(28)
Since there are two max functions in the above inequality,
we need to decompose the max functions. Decomposing the
two max functions explicitly corresponds to the four cases
we discuss in the previous section. Note that it is impossible
that τ (2)c + Tar(p(2)) ≤ τ (1)b + t(1)b and τ (2)c > τ (1)b + t(1)b
hold simultaneously. Therefore we decompose the two max
functions with the following three conditions.
Condition 1. τ (2)c + Tar(p(2)) ≤ τ (1)b + t(1)b . Then τ (2)c ≤
τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b also holds. The inequality (28) becomes
b× p(2) + τ (1)b + t(1)b < τ (1)b + t(1)b ,
which obviously does not hold as b × p(2) > 0. Therefore,
layer 2 should be a normal layer in this case, since making
layer 2 a merged-gradient layer cannot reduce the iteration
time.
Condition 2. The condition is
τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)) > τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b > τ
(2)
c . (29)
We can decompose inequality (28) to
b× p(2) + τ (1)b + t(1)b
<τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)) = τ (2)c + a+ b× p(2),
(30)
which is equivalent to
τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b < τ
(2)
c + a. (31)
So if inequality (31) is true, then we can make layer 2 a
merged-gradient layer to save the iteration time; otherwise
we make it a normal layer.
Condition 3. The condition is
τ (2)c + Tar(p
(2)) > τ (2)c > τ
(1)
b + t
(1)
b . (32)
We decompose inequality (28) to
b× p(2) + τ (2)c < τ (2)c + Tar(p(2)). (33)
It is equivalent to
b× p(2) + τ (2)c < τ (2)c + a+ b× p(2), (34)
which is obviously true as a > 0. Therefore, under this
condition, we prefer to make layer 2 a merged-gradient
layer.
To summarize, under Condition 2 with inequality (31)
and Condition 3, making layer 2 a merged-gradient layer
can reduce the iteration time. Now we extend the above
analysis to a general layer l and l > 1. When we just
consider the end time of layer l − 1, making layer l be a
merged-gradient layer if Condition 2 with inequality (31)
7holds or Condition 3 holds will reduce the end time of layer
l − 1. Thus, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given an L-layer DNN which is trained with WFBP-
SGD in a cluster of N workers, if the gradient communication is
done through all-reduce, layer l > 1 should be a merged-gradient
layer to reduce the iteration time if and only if
τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b < τ
(l)
c + a. (35)
Proof. As we discussed in the above three conditions, if
Condition 2 together with inequality (31) or Condition 3
holds, layer l should be a merged-gradient layer to reduce
the iteration time, otherwise it should be a normal layer.
The combination of Condition 2 together with inequality
(31) and Condition 3 is
τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b < τ
(l)
c + a, (36)
which concludes the proof. 
From Lemma 1, it is seen that whether layer l should
be a merged-gradient layer or not depends on the end of
computation time of layer l − 1 (i.e., τ (l−1)b + t(l−1)b ) and
its own beginning time of communication (i.e., τ (l)c ). Thus,
the communications of higher layers are not affected by
the lower layers, while the lower layers are affected by the
higher ones as the lower layer can only begin after the
higher layers have finished. If layer l is a normal layer,
we can continue to determine layer l − 1 by checking the
above three conditions. If layer l is a merged-gradient layer,
layer l − 1 has earlier end time according to the benefit
of the merged-gradient layer. Again we also continue to
determine the type of layer l − 1 as the same way of layer
l, which results in a recursive way from layer L to layer
2. Consequently, we determine the last layer L whether it
can be a merged-gradient layer or a normal layer, and then
determine layer L− 1, and finally to layer 2 to find the final
solution m ∈ M such that Eq. (25) is minimal.
Theorem 1. Given an L-layer DNN which is trained with
WFBP-SGD in a cluster of N workers, if the gradient commu-
nication is done through all-reduce, one can find m ∈ M such
that the iteration time is minimal, and
m = [e(L), e(L−1), ..., e(1)], (37)
where
e(l) =
{
lm if τ
(l−1)
b + t
(l−1)
b < τ
(l)
c + a and l > 1
ln otherwise
(38)
for 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Proof. A layer l is either a merged-gradient layer or a normal
layer. According to Lemma 1, for l > 1 and τ (l−1)b + t
(l−1)
b <
τ
(l)
c + a, e(l) = lm has shorter time than e(l) = ln. For l = 1
or τ (l−1)b + t
(l−1)
b ≥ τ (l)c + a, e(l) = ln has shorter time
than e(l) = lm. Consequently, if m = [e(L), e(L−1), ..., e(1)]
and e(l) is assigned by Eq. (38), then changing the merged-
gradient layers to normal layers or changing the normal
layers to merged-gradient would bring longer iteration time,
which conclude the proof. 
4.2 Algorithms
Assume that the N -node cluster is connected by an inter-
connection with a bandwidth B, we can measure the all-
reduce cost with respective to message size to derive the
parameter a and b in Eq. (10). Therefore, we can estimate
the communication time of all-reduce for any message size.
For the backward computation time, we can also benchmark
for a particular GPU at the beginning of training. Thus, tf ,
t
(l)
b and t
(l)
c , where 1 ≤ l ≤ L, are known. According to
Theorem 1, we drive the algorithm to find m as shown in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Find optimal m ∈ M
Input: a, b, L, tb[1...L], p = [p(1), p(2), ..., p(L)].
Output: m
1: Initialize tc[1...L]; // Communication time cost
2: Initialize τb[1...L]; // Backward computation start time
3: Initialize m[1...L] = {ln}; // Initialize all layers be normal
layers
4: for l = 1→ L do
5: tc[l] = a+ b× p[l];
6: τb[L] = 0;
7: for l = L− 1→ 1 do
8: τb[l] = τb[l + 1] + tb[l + 1];
9: τc=CALCULATECOMMSTART(tc, tb, τb, L);
10: for l = L→ 2 do
11: if τb[l − 1] + tb[l − 1]− τc[l] < a then // Eq. (38)
12: MERGE(τb, tc,p, l);
13: τc=CALCULATECOMMSTART(tc, tb, τb, L);
14: m[l] = lm; // Make l be the merged-gradient layer
15: Return m;
16: procedure MERGE(τb, tc,p, l)
17: tc[l] = 0;
18: p[l − 1] = p[l − 1] + p[l];
19: tc[l − 1] = a+ b× p[l − 1];
20: procedure CALCULATECOMMSTART(tc, tb, τb, L)
21: Initialize τc[1...L]; // Communication start time
22: τc[L] = τb[L] + tb[L];
23: for l = L− 1→ 1 do
24: τc[l] = max{τc[l + 1] + tc[l + 1], τb[l] + tb[l]};
25: Return τc;
The algorithm first (line 1-8) initializes the layer-wise
gradient communication cost t(l)c , the computation start
time τ (l)b according to Eq. (10) and Eq. (6) respectively
with system settings and benchmarks in the first several
iterations. Then (line 9, line 20-25) the layer-wise start time
of communication is calculated based on Eq. (7). After that
(line 10-14), the merged-gradient layers are found according
to Eq. (38), in which if there is a layer found as a merged-
gradient layer, the communication time of its previous layer
should be updated (line 16-19) according to Eq. (12), Eq. (13)
and Eq. (14).
The proposed algorithm has a time complexity of O(L2).
For a merged-gradient layer, the algorithm needs to re-
calculate the start time of communication of each layer,
which is an O(L) search, and it has maximal L− 1 merged-
gradient layers, so the time complexity of the algorithm is
O(L2). Since the algorithm is a one-time calculation at the
beginning of the training and it needs not to be re-calculated
during the training process, the overhead of finding m ∈ M
has no side-effect to the training performance.
8Algorithm 2 MG-WFBP S-SGD at worker g
Input: D = [{X1, y1}, ..., {Xn, yn}], I , net, N , bs
Output: W = [W (1),W (2), ...W (L)]
1: Initialize a shared and synchronized queue Q;
2: Obtain the parameter size p[1...L] from net;
3: Allocate memories W ;
4: Initialize W in all accelerators;
5: if rank == 0 then
6: Benchmark several iterations to achieve tb[1...L];
7: Get m from Algorithm 1;
8: Bcast(m, root=0); // Broadcast the optimal solution to all
workers
9: ASYNCHANDLECOMMUNICATION(Q,m);
10: for i = 1→ I do
11: Sample a mini-batch of data from D to d;
12: ASYNCHANDLECOMPUTATION(Q, d, L);
13: WaitForLastCommunicationFinished();
14: W =W − η · ∇W ,
15: NotifyFinished(); // Set isRunning to false
16: procedure ASYNCHANDLECOMPUTATION(Q, d, L)
17: o = d;
18: for l = 1→ L do
19: o=FeedForward(l, o);
20: for l = L→ 1 do
21: BackwardPropagation(l);
22: Q.push(l);
23: procedure ASYNCHANDLECOMMUNICATION(Q,m)
24: Initialize lb; // layerBuffer
25: while isRunning do
26: l = Q.pop();
27: lb.push(l);
28: if m[l] == ln then
29: SynchonizedAllReduce(lb);
30: lb.clear();
31: if l = 1 then
32: NotifyLastCommunicationFinished();
We denote the WFBP algorithm integrated with the
optimal solution m derived from Algorithm 1 as MG-
WFBP. In MG-WFBP, the merged-gradient layers should be
communicated with their previous layers. As a result, MG-
WFBP achieves the minimal iteration time of S-SGD under
known DNNs and system configurations. The algorithm of
MG-WFBP S-SGD is shown in Algorithm 2. For each worker,
the algorithm first (line 1-7) initializes related variables and
calculates m ∈ M by using Algorithm 1. Then the root
worker (rank 0) broadcasts (line 8) the solution m to all
other workers. Line 9 starts a communication thread, and
the thread reads the layer number from the shared queue Q
and decides whether its gradients should be communicated
(line 24-32). After that (line 10-14), it starts the loop of
iteration, and iteratively (line 16-22) reads data to do feed
forward operations and backward propagation followed by
pushing the layer number into the shared queue. Finally, the
algorithm notifies a message of isRunning=false to finish the
training.
5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
As shown in Algorithm 2, to implement MG-WFBP, our
system is required to be equipped with three main features.
First, the system needs to measure the backward propa-
gation computation time of each layer (i.e., t(l)b ) for any
configured deep neural networks. Second, the backward
computation and gradient aggregation should be executed
in parallel to pipeline communications and computations.
Third, the merging operation of the merged-gradient layer
should be efficient. It is non-trivial to implement the above
three functions in current state-of-the-art deep learning
frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow [30] and PyTorch [23]) which
exploit a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent comput-
ing operations during training. Considering that PyTorch
becomes more and more popular due to its easy-to-use
Pythonic programming style and high performance oper-
ators [23], in this section we describe the implementation of
MG-WFBP algorithm atop PyTorch.
5.1 Time Measurement of Backward Propagation
When deploying the DAG to GPUs in PyTorch, different op-
erators could be executed concurrently due to the execution
nature of CUDA streams [31]. Therefore, during the back-
ward propagation, the gradients of different variables could
be calculated concurrently on the same GPU such that the
time measurement of each variable is not straightforward.
To correctly collect the backward propagation time, we de-
sign a lightweight profiling tool for backward propagation
in PyTorch with sequential execution of different variables.
For each tensor that has gradients, we synchronize the ten-
sor after it finishes invoking the gradient computation with
CUDA synchronization (torch.cuda.synchronize). Conse-
quently, we can collect the time interval of gradient com-
putation between two nearby tensors, and the two nearby
tensors with gradients should be from a single layer or from
two nearby layers.
5.2 Parallelism between Gradient Computation and Ag-
gregation
It is known that current deep learning frameworks provide
Python APIs for end-users. In general, one can use multi-
threading or multi-processing to make gradient computa-
tion and aggregation executed on two different threads or
processes. On one hand, however, there exists the GIL prob-
lem [32] in multi-threading of Python, which would result in
very poor performance when paralleling two computation
tasks. On the other hand, the multi-processing mechanism
requires the memory copy between two processes as the gra-
dients are updated every iteration. Since multiple processes
cannot share the GPU memory address, when a process
needs to copy its GPU data to another process, it needs to
copy the data to host memory and then to another process,
which causes performance degradation. To avoid the GIL
problem in Python and memory copy between processes,
we implement the gradient aggregation in a C++ daemon
thread, and the original training codes are kept unchanged
and the original training process (forward and backward
computation) is running in the main thread. The C++ dae-
mon thread well addresses the GIL problem in Python, and
it can share the data of gradient with the main thread so that
no memory copy is required. The architecture is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Overview of system architecture.
5.3 Efficient Gradient Merging
For every iteration, we need to copy two layers’ gradient
data to a single segment of continuous memory if the
current layer is a merge-gradient layer. We pre-allocate
all memory for merged-gradient layers. For example, we
assume layer 2 is a merge-gradient layer, which has p(2)
parameters, and layer 1 has p(1) parameters. Note that layer
1 and layer 2 have different tensors so that the memory for
these two tensors may not be continuous. Then we allocate
a buffer whose size is (p(2) + p(1)) × BytesPerElement,
where BytesPerElement is 4 for single precision floats
and 2 for half precision floats (e.g., Mixed precision train-
ing). Therefore, for every merged-gradient layers and their
preceded normal layers, there exist pre-allocated buffers.
When any buffer is full, the gradient aggregation thread
invokes the all-reduce operation. In PyTorch, the data copy
between GPU tensors is fast as it just needs to copy data
in GPU memory without copying back to host memory. For
example, Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU delivers a peak memory
bandwidth of 900GB/s.
6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
6.1 Experimental Settings
We conduct extensive experimental studies to show the
effectiveness of MG-WFBP. Our test-beds contain three GPU
clusters with 10Gbps Ethernet (10GbE) and 56Gbps Infini-
Band (56GbIB) interconnections. One is an 8-node Nvidia
Tesla K80 cluster which has a total of 16 GK210 GPUs
(one Tesla K80 card contains two GK210 GPUs), and the
8 nodes are connected by 10GbE; the other two are 4-node
Nvidia Tesla V100 clusters, in which each node contains 4
GPUs, resulting in a total of 16 GPUs, and the 4 nodes are
connected with 10GbE and 56GbIB. The cluster settings are
listed in Table 3.
TABLE 3: The hardware and software settings on one node.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
# of Nodes 8 4
GPU (Nvidia) Tesla K80 Tesla V100 PCIe x4
Network 10GbE 10GbE 56GbIB
PCIe PCI Express Gen3 x16
CPU (Intel) Xeon E5-2650v4 Dual Xeon E5-2698v3 Dual
Memory 256 GB
OS CentOS-7.2 Ubuntu 16.04
Software CUDA-8.0 CUDA-10.0
OpenMPI-3.1.1 OpenMPI-4.0.0
NCCL-2.2.12 NCCL-2.3.7
First, we conduct experiments to measure the communi-
cation performance on the three clusters. Second, we evalu-
ate the end-to-end training wall-clock time on representative
real-world DNN models including GoogleNet [33], ResNet-
50/152 [16], DenseNet-161/201 [34] and Inception-v4 [35]
with the ImageNet dataset ILSVRC-2012 [36] which contains
about 1.28 million training images and 50, 000 validation
images of 1, 000 categories. The resolution of the input
images is 224 × 224. The training settings of DNN models
are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4: DNNs for evaluation.
Model # Tensors # Parameters # MACs Batch Size
GoogleNet 59 ˜13M 1.43G 64
ResNet-50 161 ˜25.5M 3.9G 32
ResNet-152 467 ˜60.1M 11.61G 128
DenseNet-161 484 ˜28.6M 7.85G 64
DenseNet-201 604 ˜20M 4.39G 64
Inception-v4 449 ˜42.6M 6.16G 128
Note: # MACs indicates the number of matrix multiplication and
accumulation in the forward calculation with a batch size of 1.
6.2 Measurement of All-reduce Communication
To verify the communication model in Eq. (10) empirically,
we first present some foregone results of the time of the
all-reduce operation in the three configured clusters. The
measured time of all-reduce under cluster 1, cluster 2 and
cluster 3 are shown in Fig. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) respectively.
Take the size of parameters (4p in single precision floating
points) as the variable, we can see that the startup overheads
(e.g., 2(N−1)×α in the ring-based all-reduce algorithm) are
972µs, 908µs and 236µs on cluster 1, cluster 2 and cluster 3
respectively.
We also show the statistical distributions of the layer-
wise tensor size in different DNNs in Fig. 5, which shows
that a large proportion of tensors are with small number of
gradients. For example, ResNet-152 has 150 tensors whose
size is 1024 bytes (in 32-bit precision), and DenseNet-161 has
160 tensors whose size is 768 bytes (in 32-bit precision).
6.3 Real-world Experiments
We implement WFBP [15][17], single-layer communication
Sync EASGD (SyncEASGD) [21] and our proposed MG-
WFBP with PyTorch and OpenMPI, and test the perfor-
mance across two 16-GPU (K80 and V100) clusters with
10GbE and 56GbIB. We also compare the scaling efficiencies
with TensorFlow. The compared TensorFlow version is at
v1.3, and it uses parameter servers to do S-SGD using the
official benchmark script6. We also run 13 epochs to verify
the convergence of the model training, in which 50, 000
images are used to test the top-1 accuracy.
6.3.1 Results on Cluster 1
The experimental results of GoogleNet and ResNet-50 on
the GK210 GPU cluster are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
respectively. The non-overlapped communication cost com-
pared to the computation time is shown in Fig. 8. The
baseline is the iteration throughput of two GPUs in a single
6https://github.com/tensorflow/benchmarks
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Fig. 6: The performance of GoogleNet on the K80 cluster
with 10GbE. The baseline of the speedup of SGD is on a
single machine with 2 GPUs.
machine, in which no communication is required. And the
speedup of throughput on multiple workers are compared
to the baseline. From Fig. 8, we can observe that for both
GoogleNet and ResNet-50, MG-WFBP performs better than
WFBP, SyncEASGD and TensorFlow. SyncEASGD dose not
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Fig. 7: The performance of ResNet-50 on the K80 cluster with
10GbE. The baseline of the speedup of SGD is on a single
machine with 2 GPUs.
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Fig. 8: Time costs of non-overlapped communication
and computation. ‘WF.’, ‘S.E.’ and ‘M.W.’ indicate
WFBP, SyncEASGD and MG-WFBP algorithms respectively.
‘Comp.’ refers to the computation cost (i.e., tf + tb), and
‘Comm.’ refers to the non-overlapped communication cost
(i.e., tnoc ).
overlap the communication with computation; and hence
the communication cost increases when the number of
workers increases. As a consequence, the scaling efficiency
of SyncEASGD is poor. WFBP achieves near linear scaling
on 2 and 4 nodes, in which the non-overlapped communica-
tion overhead are small. When scaling to 8 nodes, however,
WFBP has an obvious drop in efficiency due to the increased
startup time of layer-wise communication which cannot be
totally hidden by computation. Regarding the performance
of TensorFlow, it uses parameter servers to do the model
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aggregation. On one hand, the centralized parameter server
based algorithm could easily suffer a bandwidth pressure
in the parameter server on the lower speed network [17].
On the other hand, it takes two communication directions
(workers to PS, and PS to workers) to finish the model
synchronization, which introduces more overhead in the
synchronization pass. Therefore, though TensorFlow ex-
ploits the WFBP technique, the PS-based method performs
worse than the decentralized method. Our proposed algo-
rithm has a very small non-overlapped communication cost
even on the 8-node cluster, so the scaling efficiency is still
close to linear. In summary, MG-WFBP achieves about 1.2x
and 1.36x speedups compared to WFBP and SyncEASGD
respectively on the 8-node (16 GPUs) K80 cluster on both
GoogleNet and ResNet-50.
6.3.2 Results on Cluster 2 and Cluster 3
Note that MG-WFBP has no side-effect on the convergence
performance (in terms of the number of iterations) as MG-
WFBP can achieve consistent results of the aggregated gra-
dients with the original S-SGD at each iteration. Therefore,
in the following performance evaluation, we focus on the
comparison on the average iteration wall-clock time to
demonstrate how much performance improvement of our
MG-WFBP over WFBP and SyncEASGD.
On cluster 2 and cluster 3, in addition to the general
setting with single precision (FP32) training, we also apply
our MG-WFBP algorithm to the mixed precision training
technique [37], which is widely used on the GPUs with
Tensor Cores (e.g., Tesla V100) to increase the computing
efficiency and reduce the communication traffic. The results
are shown in Fig. 9. In overall, it can be seen that for different
DNN models, no one always outperforms the other one
between WFBP and SyncEASGD algorithms as the both
algorithms are sensitive to the cluster configurations, while
our proposed MG-WFBP algorithm achieves the fastest
training speed in all evaluated DNNs. The first row of Fig.
9 shows that MG-WFBP achieves up to 70% improvement
over WFBP and SyncEASGD algorithms on Cluster 2 with
10GbE connection. The second row of Fig. 9 demonstrates
that MG-WFBP outperforms WFBP and SyncEASGD up to
26% on Cluster 3 with 56GbIB connection.
On the ResNet-152 architecture, pipelining all FP32 ten-
sors brings some benefits to hide some communication over-
heads so that WFBP trains faster than SyncEASGD. On both
DenseNet and Inception architectures, however, pipelining
for every tensors between communication and computation
introduces many extra communication overheads so that
WFBP performs slower training speed than SyncEASGD.
On the ResNet-152 architecture with FP32 precision, the
hidden communication time is longer than the extra time
introduced by each layer’s startup overhead with pipelining
so that WFBP is about 10% faster than SyncEASGD. Our
MG-WFBP algorithm can further reduce the negative impact
of the startup time by smartly merging some gradients,
which results in extra 10% improvement. On the other hand,
pipelining all tensors introduces larger overheads than hid-
den time. For example, SyncEASGD is 20% faster than
WFBP in DenseNet-161. By merging the tensors smartly,
MG-WFBP performs 7% faster than SyncEASGD.
In summary, MG-WFBP can always outperform WFBP
and SyncEASGD. In the conducted extensive experiments,
MG-WFBP generally achieves up to 15% improvement over
the best of WFBP and SyncEASGD in both 10GbE and
56GbIB interconnections.
6.4 Simulation
Due to the hardware limitation, we do not have a very
large GPU cluster to support more large-scale experiments.
So we conduct simulations based on the real single-GPU
performance and the network performance model. Based
on the measured layer-wise backward propagation time on
the real K80 GPU, we simulate WFBP, SyncEASGD and MG-
WFBP by scaling from 4 workers to 64 workers.
Overall Performance. We simulate to train GoogleNet
and ResNet-50 by scaling from 4 workers to 64 workers. The
scaling performance is shown in Fig. 10. On the cluster with
K80 GPUs, our proposed algorithm MG-WFBP achieves the
best speedup. On the 64-node cluster, MG-WFBP outper-
forms WFBP and SyncEASGD by 1.78x and 1.35x, respec-
tively on GoogleNet. On ResNet-50, MG-WFBP performs
almost linear speedup, while WFBP and SyncEASGD only
have around 55% scaling efficiency in the 64-node clus-
ter. It is important to notice that the lines of WFBP and
SyncEASGD have a crossing point in Fig. 10. This is because
the two algorithms are sub-optimal in utilizing the network
bandwidth; when the computation has the opportunity to
overlap with communication, and the startup time of net-
work communication is not that large (e.g., 4-16 workers
in the K80 cluster), then WFBP would have the advantage
to hide the communication compared to SyncEASGD. But
when scaling to large number of workers (e.g., 64 workers),
the startup time of communication becomes much larger so
that it is hard to be hidden, then using a single-layer com-
munication could become a better approach. As we can see,
SyncEASGD achieves better scaling efficiency than WFBP
in the 64-node cluster on both tested CNNs. MG-WFBP
not only overlaps the communication with computation,
but also finds the optimal communication message size. So
it achieves better scaling efficiency than SyncEASGD and
WFBP. Finally, on training ResNet-50, MG-WFBP achieves
about 1.75x and 1.45x speedups compared to WFBP and
SyncEASGD respectively on the simulated 64-node K80
cluster.
7 RELATED WORK
The wait-free backward propagation (WFBP) algorithm has
recently been proposed to reduce such impact by overlap-
ping communication with computation [15][17]. In WFBP,
the backward computation operations can be started with-
out waiting for the completion of the previous round of data
communication. If the communication cost of layer l + 1 is
smaller than the cost of gradients computation of layer l,
then the communication cost can be completely hidden (ex-
cept the first layer); and as a result, the scaling efficiency can
be close to linear [15][17]. In practice, however, many DNN
models are trained on high-throughput GPUs that result in
very short computing time for each backward layer, while
it needs to wait for gradient aggregation before starting the
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SGD is on a single K80.
next iteration especially on low bandwidth networks (e.g.,
10 Gbps Ethernet).
Current distributed training systems [21][27][38] exploit
tensor fusion that merges small size of gradients before
communicating across workers to reduce the communica-
tion overhead. The parameter server (PS) method [39] is
proposed for parallelism between computation and com-
munication, but it easily suffers from the communication
traffic jam since PS needs to collect the gradients from all
the workers. In the centralized framework, Pumma et al.
[40][41] provide detailed analysis on the data I/O bottleneck
and optimization for large-scale training. Sufficient factor
broadcasting (SFB) [17] uses the matrix factorization tech-
nique to reduce the volume of the data that needs to be com-
municated for fully connected layers. Although SFB uses
P2P communication to eliminate the bandwidth pressure on
the PS, it brings a growing number of sufficient factors with
both the increasing number of data samples and workers.
Zhang et al. [17] proposed the Poseidon system with hybrid
communication of PS and SFB combined with the WFBP
algorithm, and they have achieved 15.5x speedup on 16
single-GPU (TITANX Pascal) machines. Unfortunately, due
to drawbacks of PS and SFB and the communication scheme,
Poseidon could also be far away from linear scaling with
the number of workers increased due to the communication
bottleneck.
In the HPC community, the MPI data communication
collectives have been redesigned for distributed training to
improve the communication performance across multiple
machines [15]. Many MPI-like implementations, such as
OpenMPI, NCCL, Gloo7 and MVAPICH2-GDR8, support ef-
ficient CUDA-aware communication between GPUs via net-
work, and many state-of-the-art deep learning frameworks
(e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe2 and CNTK9) integrate
NCCL or Gloo for their distributed training modules. Even
though these libraries provide very efficient communication
collectives, the data communication would still become
bottleneck when the communication-to-computation ratio is
high, and S-SGD does not scale very well.
8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we first showed that existing state-of-the-art
communication strategies, say wait-free backward propaga-
tion (WFBP) and single-layer communication (SyncEASGD),
are sub-optimal in the synchronized distributed deep learn-
ing training when the communication-to-computation ratio
is high. Then we generalized the communication prob-
lem in pipelining communication and computation as an
7https://github.com/facebookincubator/gloo
8https://mvapich.cse.ohio-state.edu/
9https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cognitive-toolkit/
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optimization problem and developed an optimal solution
with an efficient algorithm. We then proposed the merged-
gradient wait-free backward propagation (MG-WFBP) strat-
egy by optimally merging gradients. We implemented MG-
WFBP atop the popular deep learning framework PyTorch.
Our implementation is also publicly available. Through
extensive experiments on three 16-GPU clusters including
Nvidia Tesla K80 GPUs with 10Gbps Ethernet connection
and Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs with both 10Gbps Ethernet
and 56Gbps InfiniBand, we verified that MG-WFBP can
achieve much better scalability than WFBP and SyncEASGD
on various popular convolutional neural networks. Simula-
tions were also studied to further explore the advantage of
MG-WFBP on large-scale clusters.
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